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CALL US 
NOW!

Pl^ga 420-0000
1jt* Free Delivery

A

P^a
HHut*

420-0000
Dine - In, 
Pick - Up, 
or Delivery 
Large 
2 Topping 
Pan Pizza

i
II

All 7 Metro Locations 
-Draught Now Available 
at our Argyle Street 
Location Downtown! $9.99 THURSDAY NIGHT

4 +tax
r Not Valid

$4.99 ALL YOU CAN EAT SUNDAYS ! with any other offer 
AND MONDAYS

i coupon required
l

*

SOMALIAEre at the

GRAW00DUNICEF is one of the leafing agencies working to 

help victims of the Somalia Disaster.

UNICEF is providing the following emergency 
assistance.

• Continuous emergency air cargo operation 
carrying supplementary food, medical supplies, 
vaccines, drugs, fuel, tents and other health 
related facilities.

• Clean water and sanitation facilities.

You can help UNICEF to help the innocent victims 
of this disaster by sending a special donation to:

SOMALIA Relief Appeal / UNICEF Canada 
443 Mount Pleasant Road 

Toronto, Ontario M4S 2L8 
1-800-567-4483

GHisefe It 0yt Tonight! 1

'

KAPLAN COURSES
iUSAT, GMAT, MCAT & GRE 

Preparatory Courses.
Unless you ask. income lux receipts will be sent for donations of 

Registration No. 0219618-09-I3 Every year, thousands of people take the Graduate Management Ad
missions Test (GMAT), Law School Admissions Test (LSAT), Medical 
College Admissions Test (MCAT), and Graduate Records Examination 
(GRE).

Some are students. Some are professionals. All are intent on doing 
their best on the test that has become a standard measure of success. 
All MBA, Law, Medical school applicants and students applying to 
graduate school in the U.S. are required to write the admissions test.

Henson College now represents Stanley H. Kaplan, the world’s leading 
test prep organization, in the Maritimes.

S10.ro or more.

X4 -
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The NEWr

HI ,

i
1721 Brunswick Street in Halifax1595 Barrington Street in Halifax

IKAPLAN i
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 

OF CANADA LTD. 454/40 Up and coming 
recording artist

Following are upcoming course dates:

EXAM DATE1 Night Only! 
Saturday, Nov.7

Tickets on sale now at 
Palace and Moon Box 

offices
Wednesday is 

“Looney” Night
$1 cover charge 

Coming Soon: Barney Bentall

COURSE PREP COURSE FEE j
GRE November 18 to January 27.1993 February 6.1993 $625 + GST

November 26 to February 4,1993 February 13, 1993 $745 + GST

February 1 to March 29,1993 April 17,1993

LSAT
5MCAT $695 + GSTfrom Montreal

Freddie James jCLASS TIMES: 6:00 pm -10:00 pm 1 Evening per Week

• Improve your test-taking skills
• Review key concepts and fundamentals

• Increase your confidence on examinations
• Achieve your maximum potential score

For information or to register call 494“2375

j

i
-Halifax’s nightly entertainment hotspots A HENSON COLLEGE

□ □ Centre for Community Education

J
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Rebirth of course evaluationCROSSCANADA
ment to students to think for them- constructive feedback." 
selves, lecturing ability, workload, 
and materials used. The question- every

However, DSU's goal to evaluate 
course in the undergraduate 

Every year, each Dalhousie stu- : naire will consist mainly of scaled course calendar may not be realized, 
dent pays $1 to the Dalhousie Stu- close-ended questions, but also in- since it is not mandatory for every 
dent Union (DSU) to have a course elude some open-ended ones to pro- instructor to allow her/his couise to 
evaluation done. But for the last two vide students the opportunity to ex- be evaluated. In spite of the insist- 
years, this service has not been pro- pand on their responses. Scaled

responses will be statistically

by IMJu

Trekkie enterprise vetoed
MONTREAL(CUP) A McGill University senate advisory group has 
quashed a student initiative to officially name the student centre after 
Star Trek’s William Shatner. Last spring, students voted to name the 
building after Captain Kirk, who studied commerce at McGill in the 
1950s.

ence from the university that 
ana- Dalhousie is committed to quality of 

This year will be different. Since lysed, and the comments section will education, there is still resistance to 
this past summer, a significant effort supplement the statistical data, 
has been made to reinstate course

vided.

participate in this project. In fact, 
In the end, the written summaries the faculty council of Health Profes- 

evaluation, and to make it better and statistical data will be published sions requested that they be exempt 
than ever. This work is spear-headed ■ in a guide that will be made available from participating, 
by the Course Evaluation Coordina- for both students and instructors, 
tor, Danielle Foley, along with DSU’s 
VP Academic, Mausumi Banerjee.

Efforts were initially concentrated 
on designing an eval uat ion form that 
would be effective and comprehen-

Derek Drummond, director of McGill’s School of Architecture and 
a member of the advisory committee said the Toponomy Advisory 
Group’s decision was “cut and dried" He said the group could only 
name buildings after people who have either given the university lots 
of money, or both contributed in some other way to the school and 
died. “William Shatner’s problem is that he breathes," he said.

The grassroots support, marshalled in favour of the name-change, 
would ensure that students call the building the Shatner Building 
regardless of the university’s decision. McGill students voted 51 per 
cent in favour of changing the name of the building last year in a 
referendum that had the largest voter turnout for any decision in 15 
years.

Currently, the final questionnaire 
is being designed by the Computing 
Office. Scanning technology will be

In spite of Dalhousie’s used for eff,cient reading of the re-
. . l • • sponses. Student volunteers are des-
insistence that It IS perately needed to sit on the Course 

sive. The questions from the past committed tO ÜUûUty of Evaluation Committee, administer 
have been changed and updated to , . , . the course evaluation, help with the
reflect the current and relevant edu- education, there IS StlU ^ ^
cat tonal issues challenging students resistance tO Council recently passed a motion
and instructors today. The évalua- fhc pTOieCt. stating that all councillors will be
tion design has also been based on _______________________________ required to implement the evalua-
research and input from other uni- tion ^ the COURes they m taking.
vers mes, DSU Council’s direction, The main objectives of the DSU Anyone else interested should con- 
and feedback from the Dalhousie with regards to course evaluation is tact Danielle Foley at 494-6575 or 
Faculty Association, Office of In- to “allow students to gain from the Mausumi Banerjee at 494-1275. 
structional Development, and sev- past experiences of their peers who Course evaluation will take place 
eral interested faculty and students, have already taken a class and to during the end ofNovember and the

The questions proposed for the allow the DSU to gather data that end of March. To make this work for
newevaluationarebrokendowninto reflects the quality of education on all of us, make sure your voice is
various categories: communication campus, thereby giving the DSU a heard-whether it is by working with
skills, attitude towards students, stronger voice regarding educational the Course Evaluation Committee
knowledge, organization, enthusi- issues, “ states Foley. Banerjee adds or filling out the questionnaire when

fairness in grading, willingness that the course evaluation is also it comes to your class. Every student's
toexperiment (flexible), encourage- intended to “provide instructors with

Monique Shebbeare, a students’ council vice-president, was man
dated by a student referendum last spring to lobby the administration 
in favour of the name change. When asked if she thought the decision 
meant she should have Shatner killed, she said, “I don’t think my 
mandate goes that far.”

Shatner, himself, could not be reached for comment

Upper Canadians stingy
TORONTO(CUP) Ontario universities receive significantly less 
provincial funding than universities in other provinces. The Council 
of Ontario Universities (COU) report on the financial position of 
universities in Ontario shows only Nova Scotia universities receive 
less provincial funding.

In 1989-90, the Ontario government was ranked ninth among the 
provinces, granting $6,7 74 per full-time student, while Newfoundland 
ranked first, granting $8,233.

“Ontario is unique in that the level of operating grants from 
government was far below average... and declined faster and further 
than in most other provinces," the Council’s report states.

But Alison Hagerty, Ontario Universities and Colleges Grant 
Administration Officer, said the COU’s numbers 
because they compare the provincial funding on a per student basis, 
and Ontario has a high number of students compared to other 
provinces. COU argues that no matter which indicator is used, 
Ontario universities are among the most poorly funded in the country

asm,
voice counts!

Dishing out dollars and sense
cost has to be passed on somewhere members of CEAG and NSPIRG. 
along the line, and that would mean (the Nova Scotia Public Interest 
increased prices for the students,” he Research Group).” MacNeil says he

more

by Adam Newman

misleadingare

hopes students will become 
Beaver Foods have set aside space for Another reason why Beaver did involved in environmental im prove -
adishwasher in the basement kitchen not act is that “real" dishes have ments with the company, Griffiths- 
of the Union Market. The move never been proven to be more envi- Muecke Associates, 
followed a petition of 1,000 student ronmentally-friendly than disposable There is a meeting planned
signatures presented to Council mem- tableware. The DSU hired a student November 14“tohopefullycontinue

to clear up the controversy. He was where the (Ad-hoc) Committee fell 
Students complained that the caf- paid with a Summer Employment- short,” he said, 

eteria used disposable tableware. Per- Experience Development (S.E.E. D. ) 
manent ware dishes, they said, would federal grant, 
be better for the environment.

The Dalhousie Student Union and said.

on

bers last spring.

Honours not just for elite The renovations which were paid 
for by Beaver have since been com- 

The report has not yet been com- pleted. There are still no “real" dishes, 
'■■■■■' .................... and there is no dishwasher in the

ST. JOHN’S(CUP) More Memorial University students will pursue 
honours degrees if the school's Dean of Arts has his way. Only eight 
per cent of Memorial’s full-time undergraduate arts students pursue 
honours degrees. Elsewhere in the country, between 20 and 50 per cent 
of undergraduate students complete honours degrees.

Dr. Michael Staveley, the Dean of Arts, said the length of the 
program is one of its obstacles. “Students here are placed at an 
immediate disadvantage. Instead of having to complete a four-year 
program, students must complete a four-and-a-half year one," noted 
Staveley.

Mary-Kaye MacFarlarte, the University’s Assistant Registrar, said 
many students think the honours program is elitist. As a result, she said 
they underestimate their academic abilities and don’t enrol in the 
program. Both MacFarlane and Staveley said the program hasn’t 
received enough promotion.

Staveley said he hopes the proposed changes to the honours 
program will encourage more people to enrol in it. He said he hopes 
to see the percentage of student involvement rise to twenty or thirty 
percent.

“It began as a project," said Judy
Davis, one cf five students whostarted >T _ yjfywf * „
the petition. First-year bk>logy stu- TcJX/lT fcS TWl ^ gppeafi tQ ^
dents of professor Dick McBride were rrYfYrtdptpA waiting.
given an environmental assignment. ___________2_____________ “It will be the DSU’s responsibil-
“We circulated a petition to put real ity to finance" the eventual possible
dishes in the cafeteria, instead of pleted, said Denis MacNeil, vice- instalment of such a machine and
disposable ones that fill up our president of the DSU, and active dishes, said MacNeil. “We can’t ask
landfills, and are never really dis- memberofthe Ad-hocEnvironmen- Beaver to invest any more money."
posed of," she said. . tal Committee, formed last spring. ‘Tens ofthousands of dollars worth

The students presented their peti- “It (the committee) is not working of china are lost every semester in the
tion to Student Union représenta- too well because our Council repre- residences... they are stolen by the
lives, who were negotiating renova- sentative resigned, and the CEAG students," said Brian Cuvelier, Di
rions to the SUB’s cafeteria with (Campus Environmental Action rectorofFood Services at Dalhousie.
Beaver at the time. Group) representative is not here “I think that research would have to

According to Dominick Maichek, this year." be done collectively before we can
Regional Director of Beaver Foods, “Now we are trying to connate change the system." We are still
the cost of installing a dishwashing a building review with an environ- waiting for the fruit of last summer’s
system would be prohibitive. “The mental consulting company, and SEED.

Union Market kitchen. There is an

m



that you are working for University have anyone to represent them. As a 
and providing a valuable teaching result, the 36 departments at Dal 
service. Like any other worker, you have 36 different policies for dealing 
deserve to receive fair compensation withTAs. Sessional lecturers are paid 
for your labour, and to have reason- only $2470 for completely organiz

ing, preparing, and presenting a 
course. Neither group has dental, 
health, or pension plans, or any pol icy 
on concerns like maternity leave, 
unlike members of the DFA and 
DSA. We feel that this is unjust, and 
that our working conditions should 
be improved. Like the faculty and 
staff before us, we feel a union is the 
best way for us to work together to 
improve our working conditions.

able working conditions.

Why CUEW?
CUEW is an independent na

tional union which already repre
sents 10 000 TAs, sessional, and 
other educational workers in locals

to improve the 
tvorking conditions 

or Dalhousie
Will I have to pay union dues?

Once a union local is formed, all 
members of the bargaining unit will 
have to pay union dues. This is how 
a union pays for the services it pro
vides to its members. Dues are tax- 
creditable, and will represent about 
1 -3% of the wages you receive when 

Is a union for educational workers really employed as an educational worker. 
necessary here at Dal? When you’re not employed as a TA,

We feel that it is. The faculty have marker, tutor, sessional or other edu- 
a union - the Dalhousie Faculty As- cational worker, you will not have to 
sociation (DFA) -to represent their pay d 
concerns. The staff have a union -

in Alberta, Manitoba, and Ontario. 
They know the problems we are fac
ing, and EWOC feels we can use 
their experience to help us address 
some of the problems we face here at 
Dal.

ues.

the Dalhousie Staff Association 
(DSA) - to protect their interests. 
But TAs, sessionals, and others don’t E cont’d on page 5

Dal community - graduate students, sociation of Graduate Students 
post-doctoral fellows, professors - who ( DAGS ) formed an ad hoc com mit-

What is EWOC, and who is involved? are concerned about the working tee to investigate how teaching as- 
EWOC is an acronym for the Edu- conditions of educational workers. sistants(TAs) were treated at Dal. In 

cational Workers’ Organizing Com- How did EWOC get started? 
mittee. We are all members of the

by Jennifer Hoar & Steven Smith

February, 1992, this committee cir- 
In April, 1991, the Dalhousie As- culated a questionnaire toTAs across

campus to find out how they felt 
about their current situation. Most
people who responded were dissatis
fied with their present conditions, 
and either wanted TAs to form a 

or wanted more informationunion,
on unionization. Tobegin redressing 
the situation, the TA committee 
contacted the Canadian Union of
Educational Workers (CUEW) and, 
in conj unction with other interested 
parties, formed EWOC.
What are EWOC’s goals!

EWOC’s mandate is to improve 
the working conditions of part-time 
educational workers at Dalhousie. 
To do this, we are trying to unite the 
TAs, tutors, markers, part-time (ses
sional) lecturers, and other educa
tional workers (whether graduate or 
undergraduate) at Dal who are not 
presently represented by a union. 
Together, we hope to form a recog
nized local of CUEW at Dal.

I Isn't this type of work just part of my 
education?

Yes, such work is good experience. 
However, this doesn’t negate the fact

4 • November 5, 1992 • the Gazette
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EWOC: not just for Star Wars anymore

block,” says Donovan. The first seg- consider to be principal issues and we 
ment will be ‘The 5:30’ with Frank will deal with them in documentary 
Cameron. It will include newscasts form when it’s appropriate, says 

I thought we just changed our .hostedbyJimNunnandNormaLee Donovan. The 90-minutes gives the 
clocks back last week! If you are a MacLeod followed at 6 by 1st Edi- CBC that much more freedom to 
regular viewer ofCBC prepare your- tion. Within that 90-minutes the 
self for some major time changes to CBC promises to have news 
network programming. The CBC current affairs and information seg- news stories, 
began implementing sweeping ments that they now have plus a ‘^ie purpose is to create
changes in its prime time schedule lighter view of the world at large. blocks of time in the television sched-
onNovember 2, whenTheNational/

by Peter Angione

assume that kind of agenda as op- 
and posed to an endless series of very brief

ule,” says Donovan. He says the 
main objective of these changes is to 
provide CBC television and its audi
ence with a totally distinctive look 
and feel. He adds, the view is that if 
they are the public broadcaster, which 
is heavily subsidized, they have to be 
distinctive.

The new schedule will form two 
prime-time program blocks separated 
by an hour of news programming. 
The early evening block from 7-9 
will be for fam ily entertainment such 
as Road Movies, Material World, 
and Road to Avonlea. The national

The CBC hopes this additional 
now replaced by thirty minutes will allow a major 

‘CBC Prime Time News’moved to 9 ——————
Journal package

artificial 
barrier 

between so- 

called news 
and so'called 
current affairs

pm., effectively splitting the public 
networks prime time grid into fam ily 
and adult programming blocks. 

“The most dramatic change is the 
of the national news to 9move

o’clock,” says Bill Donovan, Regional 
Director CBC Maritimes. The new
program is hosted by Peter 
Mansbridgeand Pamela Wallin. The 
CBC is the first network in North
America to do their major newscast 
right in the middle of prime viewer 
time. reflection on what’s happening pro- news and current affairs program

“We will have an hour-long seam- vincially. It also will allow for greater called CBC Prime Time News will
less program which will cover the emphasis on current affairs and long- air between 9-10 and then from 10-
same ground but will not have that form journalism. The downside to 12 a new block of time aimed at an
artificial barrier between so-called this is that the very popular program adult audience. That will feature
news and so-called current affairs at that Frank Cameron has hosted for things like Canadian movies, docu-

many years, The MaritimesTonight, men taries, and drama.about the one-third mark," says 
Donovan. He adds that if the news of has been cancelled.

The CBC maintains that a dis- “Given the fact that we are pub-the day demands it more time can be 
devoted to in-depth reporting and tinctive CBC supper-hour program licly financed it is our view that we 
analysis of that news event.

Another change is the expansion that you would find on a private says Donovan. If they look like just a 
of the supper-hour news to 90-min- station. “We tend to be driven less by purely commercial television opera
tes. “Here in Halifax, we will be the day’s new’s events, although we tion than people will demand of us 
running a program called, The 5:30, cover them selectively and thor- why they are paying out all of those 
within the context of that 90-minute oughly, but we are driven by what we tax dollars”, adds Donovan.

will not be an exact mirror image cannot just look like the other guys,”

To see or not to CBC

SPRING BREAK
SKI KILLINGTON

V VERMONT
V
k

• Round trip 
transportation via 

motorcoach 
• 5 nights condominium 

accommodation 
a • 4 day lift ticket 

s* • taxes and service 
charges

Main Floor
A ^--------------------------------Dalhousie SUB
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E There is no reason to expect that 
fees should increase to provide edu- 

cont’d from page 4 cational workers with reasonable
working conditions. Despite the cur- 

Will increased wages be the union’s only rent provincial wage freeze, Presi
dent Clark recently wrote that regu- 

Wages will certainly be one con- lar faculty received Career 
cem a union local will address, but it Development Increments of $ 1300- 
will not be the only one. A union 2000, and members of the senior 
local can also deal with other issues administration got “only” $1000- 
raised by its members. These might 2000 increases this year (Dalhousie 
include work loads, job security, News,Sept.9,1992).Althoughother 
medical and dental benefits, pension educational workers represent only a 
plans, maternity leave, and occupa- minuscule part of the University’s 
tional health and safety issues. It will budget, they got nothing at all again 
be up to the educational workers at this year. EWOC feels that, if funds 
Dal to decide if, and how, we should are managed properly, it should be 
deal with these or other concerns.

objective?

possible to provide TAs, sessionals, 
How would increased wages for educa- and others with reasonable wages 
tional workers affect the “freeze the and working conditions without in- 
fees" campaign? Will fees go up? creasing student fees.

How can I have a say in EWOC?
If you have any questions, com

ments, complaints, or concerns about 
EWOC, if you would like to receive 
the EWOC newsletter, or if you would 
like to help us in your department, 
we can be reached by phene at 492- 
8295, by FAX at 423-9056, or by 
mail at #102-1271 Church St., Hali
fax NS, B3J 3L3. Or use campus mail 
to contact J enn Hoar or Steve Smith 
in Biology, or Tim Stapleton or Mike 
Earle in History. Or attend our infor
mation session at 1 pm on Nov. 14th 
in room 224-226 of the SUB. We 
would especially like to hear from 
undergrad TAs, tutors, and markers, 
since you are the hardest people for 
us to locate. If EWOC is going to 
effectively represent your views, we 
need your input.

Wasting away again
coming aware of the program,” says Although the recycling program 
Mike Murphy, manager of the uni- has been deemed a success, Murphy 

By taking simple measures and by versity’s Environmental Services adm its there are still a few glitches in
the system which he hopes to correct 

ing, Nova Scotians can reduce the “We’ve has exposure in both news- over the coming year. “Barrels in 
waste they put out for collection by papers on campus and through indi- high traffic areas such as the SUB 
up to 84%. October 24-30, 1992, vidual departmental newsletters,” tend to get used as garbage cans rather 
was Nova Scotia’s first Waste Re- says Murphy. We’ve tried to put than recycling barrels,"says Murphy.

The program has been pushing for 
the recycling of glass and plastics, 
however, Murphy says only certain 
plastics are recyclable in our market. 
“They tend to be grocery bags and 
the large 2 litre pop containers,” says 
Murphy. “The waste audit will tell us 
in terms of plastic or glass we produce 
on campus and through that result 
we will determine what kind of a

by Peter Angione

thinking before buying and discard- Department.

duct ion Week, organized by The 
Clean Nova Scotia Foundation to Every
get our province moving on waste 
reduction. Canadian 

produces 2kg of 
garbage per day

Every Canadian produces approxi
mately 2 kilograms of garbage per 
day. Multiply that by 27 million 
Canadians and you have a lot of 
garbage. In fact, Canada produces
the most waste per capita of any some signage up around campus but 
country in the world.

Dalhousie University is doing its
part to help save our environment future a general recycling informa-
with its own recycling program. The tion centre will be set up so that of the program over the next few 
University’s recycling program has people around campus will know years. “We are filling in some of the 
sent 128.4 tones of paper products to what the different colour barrels holes that exist and we will be adding 
Scotia Recycling since it began.

we find that it disappears,” he adds. program we can have for those items,”
Murphy is hopeful that in the near he adds.

Murphy foresees future expansion

around campus mean and what goes 
“More and more people are be- in and what does not.

a few more aluminum can contain
ers,” says Murphy.

Grumblings from Mardi Gras
of toast, too many well-endowed cows and proceeded to insult a lumberjack 
to count and students wearing their who had asked if he was supposed to 

Halifax’s Mardi Gras may quickly university jackets were among the be a tooth, 
lose its status as one ofNorth Ameri- imaginative and the not-quite-as- 
ca’s largest Halloween extravagan- imaginative creatures present, 
zas, second only to New York City’s.
As compared to an attendance of 60, be heard as partiers tried toout-shout Haligonian tradition. Perhaps it is
000 in 1988 and 15,000 last year, this each other to the tunes of “American the past bad publicity surrounding
year’s street party dwindled to a pal- Mardis Gras as one huge drunken
try 5000. Approximately 100 police tjQQ TtXCtXYS ^rawl. Maybe all the baby-boomers
were on patrol to make 103 arrests. ^ stayed home to take the kids out
Despite the drop in attendance, the PY\i\f¥A A )P(\ PfYA A trick-or-treating instead. It could be
number of people in the drunk tank _______________ an example of the subdued effect of
was a comparable 125. In fact, the ^ the recession on frivolous spending,
ratio of liquor-related charges in- Pie”, “More than Words” and “Jingle or simply the result of total burn-out

Bells.” The streets also rang with after the Blue Jays partying during 
Line-ups to some clubs were an shouts of approval from fellow mas- the World Series, 

hour or more long and people could queraders. One Captain Picard in In any case, there will always be a 
be seen hopping up and down in an particular was besieged by trekkies few die-hards to keep Mardis Gras 
attempt to keep warm. It was a cool who couldn’t believe he wasn’t the alive.
3 degrees, but still warmer than other real thing. However, not everyone 
Mardis in the past.

Although lacking in size, Mardi their costumes.
Gras proved to be colourful and lively.
A walking Far Side cartoon, a piece potato,” explained a piece of toast,

by Judy Reid & Wendy Williams

There could be a wide range of 
variables contributing to the appar- 

Choruses of off-key singing could ent decline in popularity of this

creased 2 1/2 times.

“I love this,” said Captian Picard 
was del ighted with the com ments on as a si ightly intoxicated Grim Reaper

to his knees in shock at seeing the 
“I’m sick of people asking if I’m a Captain before him.

“I wouldn’t miss this for anything.”

Need Papers Typed?
Call WordPro!

WordPro has served students exclusively 
for four years - we know term papers!

Any style: APA - Legal - you name it

Over or under your Prof's requirements? 
WordPro makes it fit and it looks right

Best prices in town - Priced by the letter, 
not the page - you don't pay for white space

Free cover & binding - ready to hand in

Book time in advance (but don't be late)

Centrally located near Halifax universities

Call for a brochure or to reserve time
WordPro 420-2753

WEEK OF REFLECTION

Qc
itoxlu, fiHotoi, 

dxa&lngi., axtlaltk, ojxlntobL, 

\t,f[iatloA£

EJfu. of c/ptfbotion commsmoxaiti tAi fouilten womui
lAixid on 6, :çSç in d^Aontxzal.

Submissions due noon,
Friday, November 6

Jjb>%of.i iyoui iu.^mil lion i at tkc. r2^>affiouiit. ffffaittit, 
loom #312 of tfiz téFlljB.

BURGESS TRAVEL" 
s» AIR FARES

from 899 
from 538

TORONTO from 199 GREECE 
FLORIDA from 359 LONDON 
BERMUDA from 321 HONGKONG from 1449

from 618 
from 654

CALGARY from 677 PARIS
NEW YORK from 282 BARBADOS 
The above fares are subject to availability and advance purchase 
rules.The fares vary according to departure date and are in effect 
Nov. 2 /92. Fares are subject to change without notice._________

SPAIN
Direct Departures 
FEB. 15-MW 24 

2 Week Air & Hotel from 829 ppdbl 
ASK FOR DETAILS

Halifax 425-6110
1505 Barrington St. Maritime Centre

New Toll Free In N.S. 1-800-421-1345
Liverpool 354-5400 Bridgetown 665-4812

OPEN SATURDAY 9-5



ing up picket lines and beating up certainly not intended. All that was 
strikers; to keep anti-choice religious meant was that in relation to the scale 
fanatics from blockading our abortion of the crisis in education (and beyond 
clinics; to prevent the national guard it), the level of frustration students are 
from putting down demonstrations feeling, and the degree of militancy 
with guns and tanks. This is simply required in the past to win student

demands, this situation represents a 
Related to this, also justified is low level of conflict.

No ideology 
here

To the editor.
Last week’s coverage of the inci- self-defense, 

dent at Dal involving Mary Clancy
and student Jack Roberts ended up revolutionary violence—that based on 
quoting me at some length. There were a movement of the majority or an is reproachable, yet his anger is not. It 
a couple of statements given that I oppressed minority which serves to is the task of student activists and the

challenge and even overthrow the tiny, DSU to seek to join with real allies and 
One is this: “The whole thing got priviledged class that currently con- organize and build upon such legiti- 

out of control at the rally, asideologi- trois and perpetuates an inherently mate anger.
violent, oppressive system, driven as 

I don’t recall that I had linked capitalism is by profit and competition 
ideological debates with a lack of con- rather than human need and demo- 
trol (the inference being the use of cratic cooperation, 
physical violence—though, for the
record, as I understand it Roberts tapped Clancy or anyone else clearly does not 
Clancymorethanhe“hit”her).Butlet warrant nor succeed by the use of a 
me repeat clearly that the Interna- cane or violence inany manner. Mcreo- 
tional Socialists (IS) in no way con- ver, there is really little point in debat- 
dones the use of force as a method of ing left politics one-on-one withClancy 
political debate. However, given the in the first place. Clancy represents 
extent to which the quality of educa- the very forces that are demanding 
tion is declining and its costs (and cuts to education and other social serv- To the editor 
unemployment) rising, it is fully un- ices. As a member of the Liberal Party,

Roberts’ behavior toward Clancy

think deserve clarification.

cal debates can get.”
Paula Cornwall

Dal International Socialists 
Club

A political debate with Mary

Milk and 
honey
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If I suggested that respiration 
derstandable that students are angry me of Canada’s two parties of big chines are an ideal alternative to hu- 
and that their frustration has pushed business, Clancy by definition repre- man lungs, in acquiring oxygen for the 
them to take action. Last year students sents conservative, corporate interests; body, you might suggest that I seek 
at York University in Toronto threw otherwise, she’d find a more progrès- long-term psychiatric counselling, 
cooked macaroni at Mulroney. sive organization to belong to! However, for decades women have

I might also explain that the IS is Finally, I want to respond to the been told that infant formulas

ma-

pro-
not making a case for pacificism. Vio- closing quote of last week’s article, duced by commercial manufacturers
lence is justified when and where ideo- wherein I disagree with the DSU’s are as good as, if not superior to,
logical debate is itself being ruled out: decision to bar Roberts from campus breastmilk produced by mothers,
in fighting facist movements and the political activity and mentionhow he’s
Klan’s brutality, for example; to stop sorry for what is “not a monumental
police and company thugs from bust- big deal." The sense of flipancy was

Aside from the obvious physiologi-
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BGLAD!: establishing our voice
BGLAD! has taken a new direc- the necessity to collect as a com mu- munity. We wish to be a powerful

tion and assumed a new perspective nity and todestroy the barriers which and respected component of the com-
in an effort to be a more fulfilling and are placed in our way. It demon- munity. We want to be recognized as
holistic organisation and also as a strates that we have many struggles a legitimate, positive and progressive
result of recent events. We are not to overcome but we are not prepared force. One which contributes to a
only trying to establish a strong and to be destroyed by the contempt, greater understanding and awareness,
resounding voice on this campus but 
we are trying to demonstrate that we 
are legitimate contributing members 
of the student population.

We have unfortunately been faced 
with opposition which makes these 
goals difficult if not next to impossi
ble. Remarks made by Reuben Cohen 
and support that he has received 
from Howard Clark has had an unbe-

A world community which respects 
our needs, desires and the directionwe are left ivith 

a sense of 
illegitimacy and 

contempt

of our lives; me which recognizes the 
importance and necessity of diver
sity and the power and strength which 
can be derived from that diversity.

This represents a huge struggle. 
One which will not be accomplished 
by apathy and indifference. We need 
the support and direction of a strong, 
powerful and committed com munity. 

We have to ensure our position We need to command attention and
lievable effect on our personal per- hate or anger directed at us. 
spective. We certainly do not be
lieve we are wanted on this campus and our place in our world society, respect which will place ourselves in 
and are left with a sense of illegiti- We do not simply wish to be toler

ated. To be tolerated only means
This will not stop our push for- that we are being isolated and left to total, full and complete whole, 

ward ! It only makes us more aware of continue independently of our com-

m

a community that recognizes that we 
are a necessary and vital part of themacy and contempt.

Anthony Roberts

The Dalhousie Gazette welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should 
not exceed 300 words in length and should be typed and double
spaced. The deadline for letters is Friday noon before publication. 
Letters may be submitted on Mac or IBM-compatible 3.5" disk.

JLETTERS

Student protest: the sound of silence
The amount that the Nova Scotian government funds the universities 

of Nova Scotia works out to about $6,000 per student, province-wide, per 
year. This is the smallest educational government grant of any province 
in Canada at the university level. Yet Nova Scotia, and Halifax in 
particular, has an extremely high concentration of universities with a 
correspondingly high percentage of students. The attitude our govern
ment has towards education is high-handed and arbitrary, cloistered and 
removed from reality.

This fundamental lack of concern trickles down to effect the student 
in many ways: when addressing the necessary nightmare of applying for 
a student loan, when searching for decent housing, when facing the 
highest tuition fees in Canada.

Last year at this time, Mac Lean’s magazine ran the now infamous 
“Guide to Canadian Universities." Predictably enough, all those univer
sities that rated near the top (based on the capricious categories created 
by MacLean’s cracker-jack staff, like: “ratio of beds to students”) were 
satisfied, and all those rated near the bottom of the list complained. So this 
year Mac Lean's has totally revamped the categories and shuffled the deck 
to please most of the people most of the time. Under the auspices of the 
new, improved guide Dalhousie is listed and considered only as a Graduate 
School.

I’m certain the thousands of undergrads here appreciate the diplomacy.
Meanwhile, in the real world, the Dalhousie Student’s Union holds a 

“Freeze the Fees" rally which manifests as the polar opposite of one held 
only last year. This isn’t “student apathy," this abnegation is learned. The 
energy disseminated when its utter lack of effect became apparent.

Recently Howard Clark, the president of Dalhousie, stood up in a 
Student’s Council meeting to defend Reuben Cohen, the Chancellor. 
Never mind that Cohen was unrepentant for the harassing statements he 
had delivered, and neither was he interested in seriously addressing the 
concerns of the Student’s Council. He is of the top administration, and 
as such, is simply beyond reproach.

The gulf between the students and the administrators of Dalhousie is 
a chasm which can’t be filled by committees or research groups. The 
administrative bureaucracy here already naturally creates a hierarchy 
which places students on the very bottom. Students must realize their own 
validity within the university environment: students deserve more. 
Tuition is not merely to line the pockets of the old boy’s network. By 
building their own futures, students create a potential future for society 
from all the possibilities.

Take your own personal survey: is your university treating you like a 
student or a commodity? Act accordingly.

Jennifer Beck
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BLACKS ON BLACK
Nova Scotia Public Interest Research Group at Dalliousie

established. Their work in the Black 
community is incomparable. These 
aren’t violent, hateful, uneducated 
Black men and women. These peo
ple hate violence, bigotry, racism 
and anti-Semitism. They’re not con
victs — they’re chemists. They’re 
not dregs — they’re doctors. They 
don’t drink. They don’t eat harmful 
foods. They don’t chase after women. 
They don’t chase after men. They 
are kind, courteous, upright and 
clean.

I believe this article had to be 
written because the movie about 
Malcolm X will be at a theater near 
you very soon. And though I love 
and respect Spike Lee, unfortunately 
the White-dominated movie indus
try has more control than he. This 
will result in some misrepresenta
tions (as usual). Divide and conquer 
is always at work, and they will try to 
cause a division between the lovers 
of Malcolm and the Nation of Islam 
(as if you can’t love both) by insinu- _ 
ating that they killed Malcolm X. jjj 
That is a lie. Even though Malcolm, 
himself, once accused the N.O.I. of 
plotting on his life, he later expressed 
doubt about that because he knew 
that there were powers much higher. 
Quite frankly, the White power struc
ture killed this brother. Yes, Black 
men pulled the trigger, but it would 
not be the first time that servants 
carried out the wishes of their mas
ters. The Nation of Islam would 
have nothing to gain and everything 
to lose by killing Malcolm. It be
comes convincingly clear that the 
Nation of Islam is innocent.

First of all, do not fall for the 
divide and conquer tactics of those 
who have historically done it to us. 
Secondly, education will show you 
that Malcolm X exists today in the 
evolved form of the Honourable 
Minister Louis Farrakhan. And lastly, 
we don’t have a lot of leaders left, but 
I consider Farrakhan one of them. So 
to his political “enemies”, whether it 
is a crime of commission or a crime of

Yes, he did not believe any more 
that the White man was the Devil. 
He saw, at Mecca, Muslims whose

I chose to write on this subject skin would be classified as white, 
because of the progressive interest Therefore, he could no longer be- 
(sometimes genuine and sometimes lieve the “Devil” theory and conse- 
not) in Malcolm X. This Black icon quently dismissed that teaching of 
has recently dominated popular cul- the most Honourable Elijah 
ture in the form of hats, T-shirts, and Muhammad as “racist”. Malcolm X 
various other clothing which sport was for the oneness of humanity. He 
some of his famous and not-so-fa- always was. But even after his pil- 
mous quotations. Unfortunately, it grimage, he still subscribed to many 
appears that the majority of the peo- of the teachings of the Nation of 
pie who have become fascinated with Islam. (I suggest you watch video 
this brother has based his/her per- tapes, listen to audio tapes, and read.) 
ception of Malcolm solely on that of This man was taught and guided by 
the popular culture. To these people, the most Honourable Elijah 
quite simply, it represents a fashion Muhammad, who only had a grade 
statement. It is sad to see so many three education. His teaching gave 
young, and sometimes older, Black Malcolm, whoonly had a grade eight 
people who are not educated about education, a knowledge that would 
Malcolm or who have been lead him to debate white scholars... 
miseducated about Malcolm.

Malcolm represented change. As be a minister, a teacher, a leader, 
a man who was involved in practi- Even after Mecca, his primary con- 
cally every type of crime in his early cem was Black people. He created 
years, it would appear that he would the organization of Afro-American 
have no hope to straighten up. How- Unity. He said that White people 
ever, through the teachings and guid- could only be righteous if they would 
ance of the most Honourable Elijah submit to God and consequently 
Muhammad, he did just that. He come out of their, as Malcolm put it, 
quickly became a minister and spoke “white-mindedness”. There is a very 
to Black people about the evils and obvious correlation with that and 
vices that the White man had pur- that which the present leader of the 
posely instilled in our community to N.O.I. says. The Honourable Minis- 
keep Black people politically, eco- ter Louis Farrakhan teaches that yes, 
nomically, socially and spiritually the White man is the Devil. He also 
repressed. He told us that the reason says, however, that it is not impossi- 
we could never progress was because ble for Whites to do good and to 
we were too dependent, too loving, submit to God, but it would not be in 
too trustful, too forgiving, and too their nature to do so. Today, the 
naive on, of, and about the White Nation of Islam is one of the most 
man, who was our slavemaster, he powerful Black organizations in the 
taught us. (By the way, the X repre- world. Its “membership" is about 10 
sents our true name that we have no 000, but its followers reach far be- 
knowledgeofbecause the White man yond that. Though the Nation of 
gave us HIS name during slavery. Islam is controversial, it has been 
Therefore, it is extremely contradic- able to do what government, 
tory, to the point of insulting, when churches and other organizations 
I see White people wearing X hats.) have failed to do. To the media, to 
Eventually, through various events White people, and to some Black 
and happenings—most of which we people, the Honourable Minister 
really cannot profess to know, and Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of 
therefore, understand — Malcolm Islam are racists, haters, bigots and 
broke away from the Nation of Islam anti-Semites. To his followers, in
to adopt a more “orthodox” form ot eluding myself, they are the exact 
Islam. He made his pilgrimage to opposite. They are politically, eco- 
Meccaand later returned to America nom ically and religiously mature and

On Malcolm, Muslims and 
the Movie NSPIRG at Dal

has opened nominations for an 

interim position for its

Board of Directors
Note: PIRG is committed to seeking board members from 

traditionally unrepresented groups

Nomination fronts arc available from our office, 
Room 310 of the SUB, to be returned by Thursday, 

November 12th at 5 p.m.

Elections will be held during a general interest meeting 
Tuesday, November 17th, 6 p.m.

and win! This knowledge led him to
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Black Pool
Thurs., Fri. Nov. 5, 6 $3

Cinnamon Toast Records Record Releasi 
JALE (Tag) “Aunt Betty” 7" E.P.

+ Thrush Hermit
Tuesday, Nov. 10 $3

Furnace Face + The Gluetones
Thurs., Fri. Nov. 12 + 13 $4

Open Stage every Tuesday!
club night 
a different 
D.J. each 
week!

Monday 
nights 
are the %FMCKDU

omission, in the words of a Black 
reporter: “Please don’t harm this 
brother, ‘cause we love him.”
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ZDalhousie Art Gallery
Exhibitions on display until 13 December

Moving Ever Shall Stay: 
Work by Suzanne Gauthier 

Marlene MacCallum: Prints 
Joseph Svoboda: Scenography

PLUS
Films Every Wednesday 

German Expressionist Film Series 
until 9 December

No Admission charge
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T-H-t-taIking ’bout my generation Jamming traffic with the Shuffle Demons\ r?
/

sjand firm as timeless Testaments of hometowns of the creators of Gen- then its impact quickly spread east- slick presentation of today’s Hip, to

day’s together, today’s, dare I say it,
me can capture the vital essence of year, largely due to the success of So what’s my carefully elaborated politkpglorrect and upwardly mo- 
generation and although repre- Nirvana, the west coast music scene point ? Well..when the movie Singles bile. EhgBs risked saying that this

out in September, I thought was j ust rhb Y ear of Grunge, that the 
my carefully elaborated idea was cdfft^ initial intensity and vitality of the 
ing into clearer focus. Here waè'^^tiovement has been watered down 

ment, rising racial consciousness and movie with the potential to say it afifpkl turned into an insipid fashion 
intensifying division between the -to examine the incredible impact of statement. The movie took the an-

by Emily MacNaughton pedestrians predicted. TorontoShuf- stories.” 
fie Demon fans now share their origi-Youth; one chapter, one song or one eronon X and Nevermind. In the last ward.

You might get to a point in your scene can capture the vital essence of year, largely due to the success of 
life when you want to be part of a j
Something. You might want to be- sentative of a certain era, transcend has been closely monitored by the 
come a part of history, a Somebody tboundaries to become imme- continent’s restless and expectant 
Somewhere Important in the midst f^rial^xxtraits of the rebell ion, free- youth. In this age of war, unemploy- 
of Something Rig. The restrigfic^&^. d^jf^^ uncertainty of turbulent ment, rising racial consciousness and
of Adult Life are just arou^^^l' v^gnt to Adulthood. ____________________ ___ ___ _

it’s time to makj . s The young are, in some ways, the races, of ecological disaster and po- the Seattle music scene on the*youth thems of a possible era and turned
join a movement, fight£g|gè^t:' siblings of yesteryear’s visionaries, litical upheaval, there is a need to of today, to drive another nail into them into a best-selling soundtrack,
to f^1 completely po\v8$|^àIive The predecessors, music, ideas, ac- give voice to the generational pain, the foundation of our timely iden- Singles characters are cute, cool, 
and free, as if you have nothing to tions fuel new movements of youth Grunge, a name given to the throb-. tity. A movie that could represent together and marketable: Campbell
lose for possibly the last time. culture. However, in identifying with bing, distorted guitar rock of SeattlçJ$||^oment, yet relay a message so Scott is a former college DJ turned

the spirit of previous decades, with bands such as Pearl it would continue to urban planner with a conscience,
ex. i c j J-~ - J w » ^ ' * nera-

For those of you planning a visit to 
nal street band’s sensational Europe, don't be surprised if the Eu- 
saxophonic sound with enthusiasts ropeans seemed mystified and ask 
across Europe and Canada. They why you are not wearing a beret, 
have released four popular albums - tacky glasses and loud demon painted 
Streetniks( 1986), Bop Rap( 1988), clothing.... The Shuffle Demons as- 
What do You Want( 1990) and Alive sured Europeans that yes, everyone 
in Europe( 1992). dresses like them in Canada.

Demon energy exudes from the
three saxes, bass, drums and vocals, expect from thier band in the imme- 
Their pouting brass music provides a diate future? “We are composing 
unique blend of rap, blues, funk, more vocal tunes which 
swing, country and latin tunes.

Our 4th album Alive in Europe is who reveals the Shuffle Demons 
‘very live’,"says Demon David, tenor currently at work on a 5th album to 
sax. Alive in Europe is a selection of be released in February. David sug- 
songs chosen from over 90 hours of gests Demon fans watch for new tunes 
recorded live performances from their like “Soleil de Lion” and “Stop the 
six European tours in 1990-1992. Rot”.

warns Halifax concert-goers, “Expect what the Demons call, “an effort to Full of anecdotes, David says, “It is as
the unexpected.” upgrade the quality of venue for acous- if we wrote our own book: ‘My Euro- be entertaining. David

The Shuffle Demons will be play- We are more carefree in Alive in tic purposes.” This is a definite con- pean Vacation’ by the Shuffle De- their songs are not about love and
ing two nights of concerts at the Europe. It captures the Demons’ trast from their early days of busking mons.” heartbreak but about cockroaches,
James Dunn Theatre, Friday and visual, candid and spontaneous na- on the streets of Toronto and proves Busking their way across Europe public transit, maple syrup and puke.
Saturday Nov. 6 & 7, at 8pm in ture, says David. “I hope people will gigging pays off. The Shuffle De- offered the quintet an opportunity to The Shuffle Demons are presented

ÉJ conjunction with the release of their respond to this and be crazy in the mons guarantee their carefree style play their wild free jazz and be some- by CKDU and tickets are now onsale
new CD Alive in Europe. The spon- theatre this weekend.” The Shuffle will remain as is in their first soft seat what influenced by people David for this weekend at the Cohn box
taneous and funky sax jazz quintet Demons pride themselves on being perfonnance at the Dunn,
plays with a sense of the unlikely and unpredictable no matter where they 
always with an element of surprise, play.
Tenor sax Demon David Parker fore-

came

comer so
What can Shuffle Demon fans

are more
approachable for video,” says David

me spine or previous decades, with oanos suen as reari !|^j<g^e*fc*-that it would continu LslOSe the door novels such as On the Road, musical Soundgarden, and it to the souls of future gen
events such as Woodstock or movies seemed to affirm this nép^^^'-ï^ons. But it didn’t (idealists

on the world> 
listen to 

Soundgarden, 
bliss out, forget 

everything

are
KyraSedwick, his love-interest, works 
for an environmental action group,

like Rebel Without a Cause, many run derline the general mood of^^S? generally disappointed). It did what 
the risk of simply mimicking the ment. The sound hit the airwaves risked doing:it gave 
past. The blood of a past pop culture 
shouldn’t be sucked dry; there is a 
need for originality, for new ideas 
representative of the problems, con
cerns and joys of the present era - in 
short, something new has to happen.

Last year, Douglas Coupland pub
lished his novel Generation X and by Geoffrey Ineson 

This was the point in our youthful Nirvana released their Nevermind. 
predecessors’ lives when they over- These wètopçoffti^ng signs of Some-
threw monarchies, joined the army, thingNew^ tptative plans for foun- k°°k was> well a stock response I 
fought for the vote, for disarmament, dations ' a new tîpoch in Youth suppose. By that I mean I was rather 
for the end of the war, for racial and ldentity^>tàE^ince the late sixties nonplussed by the level of self-abase

ment the artist achieved. But that

are

cont’d on page 12an accurate,

by Heidi Radford The Shuffle Demons promise to 
assures meIs that all she ever thinks about?

the contents. Other than “cover for else than illustrating erotic/exotic sex.
cover sake”. However, the book also contains Dr. ■ 

So... about the contents of SEX. Dita’s (Madonna's) erotic prose let- 
Well... maybe... hmmm... er...Lotsof ters, in which she addresses a mate hjfi 
pictures. Lots of pictures in very called Johnny. I’m not sure about I 
much the tradition of epicureanism. their relationship - the particular M 
Pictures of Madonna nude in the culture that's often portrayed is at a ■ 
streets of Miami. Pictures of New polar end to my own - but I will be 85
York night clubs - the ones that optimistic and say that they’ll live ■
don't make the travel brochures, happily ever after. Of the few pages 8 
Pictures of people ( including Isabella with words, there are some interest-
Rossellinni and Vanilla Ice) mostly

My first response to Madonna’s
called, “Crazy international musi- office for $10. 

Moving off Toronto’s comer of cians with eclectic music. We met so Check this zany, upbeat band out
Yonge and Bloor to the recording many funny people and have great for yourself this weekend and catch 

This decision to play in theatres is studio was a transfer many Toronto stories to tell. Our tunes tell these the “Spadina Bus” to the Dunn.sexual equality; when they bodf- raid early seventies has there been 
legged, did the Charleston, got drunk the potential for a pop culture with would be knocking a primarily picto-
on the wrong side of town and hitch- such universal force and impact, rial work with social morality, and 
hiked or hopped trains across North Movements since then, like Punk, ^noni^any^critical^c«ivemiOTL^ 
America, listening to Bebop and only spoke for a small proportion of Madonna 
Ragtime, inventing Rock and Roll, the continent’s youths; Net>ermind's SEX 
They were jjae Youth of the Révolu- expression of boredom and nihilistic Warner Books 
tion: the flappers, the beatniks, the anger and Generation X’s anxiety over ISBN 0-446-51732-1
hippies, the Black Panthers, The the economic, environmental and $49.99 (US includes CD) 
Jacobins, The Libbers. All spiritual poverty of the present and 
Somebodies Somewhere Important impending future struck cords among 
in the midst of Something Big hur- a large audience. These two works 
tling toward Immortality with breath- began tospeak the mind of an emerg- merit. Even the presentation of the

ing, frustrated generation. book •* unique. The two large pieces
Vancouver and Seattle are the aluminum which comprise the

cover, I diink redefine the term Hard 
Cover book. But insofar as yet, I am 
unable to draw any analogous con
clusions about the metal cover unto

Bourbonites set sights beyond barscene
ing ‘advice’ pieces that won't give 

posing with their various partners. I Dr. Ruth Westhiemer a run for any 
should add that these are mostly sug- authority on the subject of sex, but
gestive erotic photos, as opposed to they signify that the bode may not be
the real McCoy of hard-core pom or as self-indulgent as it appeared,
the basics of biology. I think that the 
artistic merit of the book should be donna’s SEX, or have exceptionally 
argued that the people are in fact better taste than the audience which
posing for pictures, and not actually Warner Books intends, or maybe 
having sex, which the book over
orchestrates. But it sure looks like

and he was just sort of out there. So and gave it up, and finally I was the SM There is such a diversity of sounds things. And we all have this tempta-
we had a great picture of him with his last to really give up all hopes of a and structures on your album. How tion. Some bands do things because

Last Friday night, Toronto sBour- head back and his mouth open, he regular life. would you describe yourselves? they can; kind of a show-off thing
bon Tabernacle Choir invaded the was laughing. So we took that as the which is definitely not part of what
Grawood Lounge with their infec- centre of it and built around it. SM So urn it conscious in everyone’s DW Soul-gospel-booty shaking-cel- we want to do.
tious grooves. Touring in support of mind that you would return at some ebratory-transcendant music.
their brand new CD release, “Supe- DW Chris was not on glue. It was the point? KF For song content, it’s the notion
rior Cackling Hen , the B.T.C. de- guy... KW Right on. We actually have a lot of “think about what you do”. Con-
cided to venture east for a couple of KF I think so. It wasn’t in mine until Qf ballads and slower tempo tunes, sider your actions, consider your
one-off gigs. I got together Friday I actually did. After second year in but we have to be selective of when thoughts and what you say, how you
afternoon with the lead-vocalist team SM TeU me about the record deal that university I was still feeling some- we can play them live. You can only influence things around you. The
of Kate Fenner and Dave Wall, over you've come up mth. what disenchanted. University throw in a couple every night. A bar establishment in general discour-
coffee and poutine, to discuss life, the wasn’t what I expected it to be, I is not really a listening environment, ages people, making them think that
band, and everything. DW A new record company that has thought it would be a lot more en- things are beyond their control and

formed in Toronto, Yonder Records, '’ouraging and creative. ^—- that they have no choices. That’s
what we’re trying to learn about our
selves and also show other people, 
that you can make a choice.

by Steve Mills

So... about the book SEX. Well... If you don’t like the idea of Ma-
er... a... you see... It does have artistic

less conviction.
Certain books, music and movies you’re like me and are not mature 

enough for the nineties, anyway, I 
suggest that you pay the fifty Ameri-they want to.

There are no pretensions here can dollars, tear out the pages, and
use the covers to bake cookies.about the book being about anythingThis week in Spiff: Author intrusion and subsequent post-modern hijinks.

irv (JiTH NoLLes 'disposal ' of fhç_ LbHcfiS 
gang, Mafm aduke U*3S called in fo Lqncde

fbe problem — m hi5 o^n unique ujety.

earning of /Le deo/L, of biS faue 
leader Mo< Tôvo lofcT, Sends ou/ X/Ae boys' h> 
dispense. <a b«f of ff ,-<,n</y adjioe »

M.f icT1® SM Tell me about the title of your new We’re their first signing. We’re dis-
CD.

d Wn<vFarv

çrîfe no deletes 
allowed

F bUSHUES tributed through Sony, which in some SM Superior Cackling Hen is your 
ways is better than direct signing in first official release after three indie cas

settes. Are you satisfied with the out
come? Is there anything that you would 

song that was stolen for “I’m too sexy KF This way we were able to make change at this point?
the album totally independently. So 
we paid for the whole thing, well we 

KF ‘Third Stone From the Sun” is haven’t quite yet paid for it, but
creatively we had total control over

-

DW Superior Cackling Hen. It’s from Canada, 
a Jimi Hendrix song.You know the4^ Aotw

Titter oocv 
6 CM! do / 

QtjOijij/

—

fl "-■ I LA0N\,cone see r .
J i>af AlARMABVj^ovyxJlrft-\y ------------------------------------------------- SM Can you express these ideas in video

SM What sort of venues do you see medium? 
playing m the future?

Iq\| comme

1"’11

too'0"T JF,M0\\QrY 1 for your party ...”)

«■ga,
>.! incident

> v: sTL "V J. KF Now that we have a basic studio 
DW In Toronto we’ve been playing grasp, we need to realize the poten- 
bigger and bigger places, and I think tial of video, because we haven’t so 
the audience there is willing to lis- far. It’s a valuable medium but so 
ten, as opposed to just getting drunk much of it is disposable, 
and partying.

c
\ Soul-gospel 

booty shaking
aïA I i!■/// what he’s trying to say.I the whole project.vi/*

DW Yeah, in the middle of it he goes 
“Oh baby, you are a superior cackling 
hen”, and it’s totally psychedelic.

Ü * T.mG-ttOss/Ay 1.••■y/.. DW It’s hard to tell, you know, it’s SM What are the short term and long-
too new. Maybe in six months we’ll KF To do the bar circuit too long is term goals for the band?
be able to sit down and analyse it. But exhausting. The energy becomes
with any art, I find, you can’t really unfocussed, there are so many dis- KF The short term is to plug the hell
look at it objectively for a while. tractions. We did Kingswood and out of this record. We’re proud of it

that was just heaven. We opened for and we want it to run it’s course, 
the Barenaked Ladies, and the sound
was great, and having everybody SM No deletes allowed. 
focussed on you is great.

it’s totally 
psychedelic

V,
w

KF We were having a brutal time 
coming to a consensus on an album 
title. So Andrew (Whiteman, gui
tar) came in one day and said that, 
and we’re all huge Hendrix fans and 
he’s been a big part of what we’ve DW Yeah, The other record deals we
done. So it seemed like a logical were offered wanted to exert much KF A couple of songs sorta do.

more control in the areas of money, 
publishing, things like that.

'' Jkfter a cjuicK noc in Calu-.
u|.4fle fed cuQgon", -they'd

it Uesf fo leave hum} and
infers the go^g. £

packing findSj frUe choice -jt> 
frq/ohop is made. VJA RA IL (ukqfs 
Left of H \)is the -far^e-f.

y^nd -So a nCto acfven-fufe ' 
begins... bob no-1 unUi 

a fdui friend )
ide.if SM Does it capture your live sound?Oh uJOu)f 

Sob the parbmg 
meJer thief.

Vf ■yS's a'/earlyjip
caWinqtbr

class 116-^8

2®///j/ lHjiI
thing. DW Exactly. We don’t want it to be 

SM Can youexpound on what is impor- in 7-11 in the bin somewhere. 
tant lyrically or philosophically?

1 -srK/V
T

You uicrC o 
_ hero o-F mine
>n my clep/o years

DW Well that’s not necessarily a
SM Does your album cover have any- great thing, you know. There are
thing to do with the title? SM There was a period when Kate was some bands, like NRBQ, this really

in school in Montreal, yet the band popular cult band from the States, DW We have a tune, “My New
KF The very inside of die cover is a continued as an entity it Toronto. who are just insane live. But on al- Thing”, which features a poem that DW International,
photograph that Jason, our bass bum, most of it is almost verging on Chris wrote. One of the lines says not
player, took of a guy in Washington KF I’m going into my third year of wimpy. So they really understand to do things just because you can. KF ... to reach a stage where we can
Square park in N.Y.C. where Chris doing this full time, but everybody that it’s a different medium, a whole There is a tendency not just in music, record whenever we want to, and be
(Miller, guitar) was busking. He was slowly gave up what they were doing, different genre between recording but in everything, to do things be- financially in a position to explore
wearing this beak and he was on glue Other people started going to school and live. cause you are able, and you ruin every idea that we have.

0- -r'• - ^v,PBTT KF And long-term it’s I think ...T~C v, V4-;xfk p w

9/x// I’Get
.MTH A Com ponies -——= — 

(y (u)Kp uia>1T5 To G-q jo Dobtejldono
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hitchhikers thumbing along the roads hiking, far from being seen as a bea- 
of the world. Likewise, there is a con of kindness, develops an image 

Why can’t we love? A friend of loving community of trusting, loving of psychos, danger and tragedy. This 
mine often asks me this question, and friendly drivers out there whose becomes the norm.
D—, he says, why can’t we just love? first instinct is to pick hikers up.

My first reaction is condescend- Members of this family of the road think. Everything we wonder about 
mg and critical. The more he asks, will be quick to tell stories of the joys becomes a conflict. We want to 
the more I roll my eyes. E)on’t you ofan interesting and interactive ride, open up, trust, and believe, yet there 
see? We can’t JUST love. We must The learning and goodwill which is is a deep and pervasive power hold- 
"be sensible’’. We must “be careful”, shared is like the start of a wonderful

by D. A. Robson

And so it goes with the way we

ing us back. Our capacity to love 
Very simply, loving and trusting is relationship... almost a reuniting of others reels under this vague shadow

of mistrust. Cynicism is winning this 
battle. It’s everywhere: the family,

out of fashion. People who trust long-lost old friends, 
simply have not been burned yet. And then ... SLAM.
They have not LEARNED yet. Our For every thousand positive expe- politics, culture, hitchhiking - it 
society has not yet stamped their riences, something goes horribly doesn’t matter where. It is within, 
psyche with the pain and frustration wrong. A scare, a rape, a murder ... 
of betrayal.

So J—, in answer to your question 
and this incident is told, repeated of “why can’t we love ?”, let’s try. Let 

Thisproblemformeissummedup and fostered. It grows out of proper- us reverse the trend and set a new
tion, out of reality. The fear is fed by tone. Maybe we CAN love. Maybe 

Hitchhiking! ?! What? In this day a mentality skewed by a violent and we SHOULD hitchhike, 
and age ? There are too many crazies ! perverse standard of thinking. Hitch- 
Youknow... you can’t be too careful 
during these dangerous times... and 
on and on. These attitudes are sim-

Black Pool• in one issue: Hitchhiking.

But let’s not do it after dark. Seahorse sinks; cQJfPlflply in line with the fashion. Young 
people grow up with an attitude and 
perception constantly being drilled 
into them. We are indoctrinated.
Hitchhiking is dangerous - one must 
be ever-vigilant.

That there are exceptions is clear. vfxX-
fhere are many happy-go-lucky JpM =?

tionsor productiondifficulties. These 
same problems have faced other lo- 

Local music veterans Black Pool c3! bands who have recorded with 
present us with The Seahorse, the Adinsound, the most notable being 
third album from this Halifax band last summer’s wooly-sounding demo 
since their debut in 1989. This al- W Halifax locals Thrush Hermit, 
bum is beautifully packaged with a The songs themselves 
full-colour cover and attractive lay- lem number two. While several songs 
out, an oddity for an independent are really good live, and few songs are 
release. really bad, the album’s overall limp

Black Pool has seen some big sound fails to make any of these tunes 
changes since their last album, with sparkle. “Don’t Go Knock on That 
former members leaving to become Front Door” is typical of Black Pool’s 
lawyers (Chip Sutherland, former Celtic-influenced sound, and while 
drummer), students (Phil Sedore, this song is really enjoyable live, I 
formerly guitar, lyrics and writing), find the recorded version drags, and 
and, in one case, international re- is just a little too contrived and too 
cording artists (Chris Murphy, bass- country for my taste, 
ist in Black Pool and now in Sloan). Some of the slower songs are bet-
In fact, only one original member is ter, with In Memory of Elizabeth 
left, lead singer John Wesley Lindsay” and “Haul A way Joe” stand- 
Chisholm. mg out, and sounding very tradi-

The new line-up is an impressive tional. Some surprises on this album 
display of some well-known local include Teenage Hippie in A Su- 
musicians. This includes Dave Marsh pematural Food Store , which is an 
on drums, Tim Brennan on bass, old, old song from pre-album demo 
Catherine McKinnon on violin and days of Black Pool, and which also 
Matt Murphy on guitars and vocals, rather rocks.
They have been playing together Black Pool’s new album is named 
since before the summer and put on for the Seahorse, a smokey Halifax 
a live show full of energy and great pub where much of the local music

scene intelligentsia has been known

by B. Tude
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If it looks like I am avoiding dis- to hang out. The name may be an 
cussing the album, it’s true, mainly attempt to capture the energy and 
because I don’t like the album. It is sense of innovation embodied by a 
always hard to be honest when re- mid-summer night’s schmooze with 
viewing local music, especially when local talent at the Horse. Memorial- 
you may see the artists in question, izing this institution is a good idea; 
either in bars or in dark, unlit side having this Black Pool album as the

tribute is not.

m 1--. -

ii : I

:
!

streets of Halifax.
!*§! But don’s get me wrong, I likeDespite the risk of excommunica

tion from the local scene for being Black Pool live. It’s hard to put your 
unsupportive of home-grown talent, finger on, but the energy of Black 
I will attempt an objective and im- Pool live, with the requisite hoedown

of audience members pseudo-Celtic 
The Seahorse was released about dancing in front of the stage, clap- 

two weeks ago to much fanfare in the ping and hooting along with the 
local papers. The album’s nineteen band just does not translate to the 
songs were recorded in Halifax at album! The new Black Pool is an 
Adinsound Studio earlier this sum- entertaining show band, a Celtic 
mer. This is problem number one for version of local ska and reggae band 
this album. The sound is unbalanced, The Hopping Penguins. However, 
with Chisholm’s vocals way, way out the album is simply not innovative

.If i^Cihi'àSUveééii^idqnnbab eriough arid fc so tin-
tinny, and the overall production is derpowered that I 
messy and uneven. It is hard to tell if mend that you shell out the twenty 
this is the result of technical limita- dollars for the album.

Ill
Ti

II/ U
X. partial review.
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Mae Moor : : mSony Music
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Baby, you can drive my car
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SoapBerry zs
SH O P

You may have heard about us already 
-since 1983 we’ve been a 

Canadian company with a global 
philosophy.

found myself tuning out almost com- crunchers, and the third track, “TV 
pletely by the beginning of the sec- II” is by far my favourite 

borrowing CDs, tapes, or even ond side because of persistent, high Psalm 69. It is incredibly fast and 
(gasp) records from friends can be a pitched drone of the distorted vo throughout the song there are ma- 
great way to save money. For exam- cals. Another complaint about the chine gun blasts of a sampled power 
pie, take the latest Ministry alb 
Instead of forking over $24 or so for 
the CD, 1 waited for a friend to pick 
up the tape and lend it to me. This 
has nothing to do with tape dubbing, 
which, in a public forum such as this,
I believe is wrong. I just think that 
you should be able to listen to an 
entire album before deciding 
whether or not to buy it.

by Michael Graham

“tune" on

There are more than 200 skin, hair, and bath^k( 
products for the whole family. Each and every^^j 

chord/bass-drum & cymbal. It goes one of them is formulated using essential oils 
something like this: BLAM 811(1 natural, earth friendly ingredients. 
BLBLBLBLAM bababababababa....
The other song of note on side one is 
of course, “Jesus Built My Hotrod".
It's a good song I guess, but it hasn’t 
stood up to repeated listenings.

I found this album as a whole to be 
almost completely forgettable. There 
are four pretty good songs, but if I 
actually owned this, it would most 
likely suffer the same fate as the last 
Ministry CD I bought. Although I

M inistry, the darlings of this year’s “V**
Lollapalooza, have become increas- from IWo/Rape and Honey, the rest
ingly bombastic over the year* and lî^Ç?
Psalm 69 is quite heavy compared to w^rarelyplayedandeventuallysoki
their previous albums (Psalm 69 is 1 WOuldn ,69
actually a makeshift title because the______________________— than Mmrny fans
l,^ i 1__^ , v i, , , „ who like the direction that the bandand chose to name it in Greek). I m second side is the persistent, and very has been heading in. If you aren’t in

'W™ldcal! th“ tlred summing of corrupt Christian- that camp, then you may want to try 

* «Y and Christianity itself. I find this ,o borrow a copy and give ,t a listen
gutss that for the most part it is kmdoflyricwntingandsamplingto but if you can't find one just give 

metal with some industnal creeping be incredibly boring. It’s just too easy CKDU a call and request “TV 11"
mtothemix to do and it’s been done to death by All in all, the rest isn’t anything

Psalm 69 is a very distorted album, countless other bands. speciaj 8
Heavy power chords and extremely If side one had been released
overloaded vocals are found on every EP, then I would have been____
track. After awhile however, the impressed than I am by the album as 
vocals become very annoying and a whole. The first t wo songs, “N.W.O" 
tend to homogenize the album. I and “Just One Fix" are pretty good

um.

&
i

m,We care about the environment and 
we know you do too.

Drop by our table in the 
Dal SUB on Tùes., Nov. 10

and find out why at SoapBerry Shop, T*”* 
you can fed good about looking good. L,

mIP.
on

/Ministry
KEd>AAHZ0 (Psalm 69)
Warner Bros

/Cleansers • Men’s Products 
Moisturizers • Cosmetics 
Shampoos • Conditioners 
Bath Gels • Body Lotions 

Soap «Sun Care

/r „

Halifax Shopping Centre 
453-1151

5523 Spring Garden Road 
492-1299
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Minting pure happiness
Guitarist/singer/songwriter John Kimbrough as the thick textures re- I 

Kimbrough, whom named his band call beaches hazy in gigantic I 
after a favourite McAllister profes- heatwaves. The song ends soon, like ■( 

The Minneapolis trio Walt Mink’s sor, plays with punkish energy and summertime, leavingyouwitha vivid ff 
remarkable debut Miss Happiness has the technical; skills of a Hetfield fragment of memory. It’s a mark of | 

(Caroline/Virgin) is probably the best or Hamlet. The songs are fluid,
record to come out of the post-punk cular, explosive, fine stuff indeed for ideatodeath (takenote, Mudhoney) 
high-volume guitar scene this year, pissing off the neighbours. Bassist and by this measure Walt Mink are 
This band’s extraordinary ten-fin- Candice Belanoff, and drummer Joey masters. In songs like the astonish- 
gered musical ability, songwriting Waronker are tight, groovy, letting ing “Croton Hannon” (whose intri
craft and lyrical wit take them miles the clarity of their musical vision catc adrenal riffing simply lifts the 
beyond the technically advanced and shine through the complex riffing. listener off his ass) or “Love You 
musically repetitive material coming Kimbrough also thankfully doesn’t Better", the band’s shifting textures 
from California (Rollins, Primus) and sing like a wounded Seattle hipster, and finely tuned dynamics move and 

beyond the monstrously dull, below- 
and-grind product of Seattle’s past 
four or five years. The disc, which 
follows two superb demos which are 
sadly unavailable, shows that this 
band is well in control of their influ-

by Chris Stolz

songwriting ability not to repeat anmus-

develop, leaving you tantalized and 
satisfied all at once.

hazy in
gigantic

heatwaves

The band covers the otherwise 
forgettable Nick Drake’s “Pink 
Moon” with strength, a revisionary 
move that recalls the Huskers’ re-

9

working of “Love Is All Around" in 
1985. The only slow spot on the 
record is their Dream Syndicate-ish 
“Factory”, a brooding number that

ences in a way that many of their 
contemporaries are not. Here are 
echoes of the Zep and Cream rhythm 
sections — precise, fluid chops — 
the metallic fury of the Bad Brains, His voice is higher, clearer and the doesn’tquiteflyhereduetounimagi- 
the technical proficiency of distor- lyrics are funny (“I don’t care what native drumming. Overall, this is 
tion amateurs Mould and Hendrix, your boyfriend says, ‘cos I grew ten sophisticated metallic punk-pop, fe- 
and the raw high-volume pop crafts- feet the other day” he sings on rociously loud, lyrically smart and 

hip that made for great mid-80s “Chowdertown") without being musically complex enough rotate up 
Minneapolisrock'nroll. Walt Mink, forced or cute. As the song contin- there with other great first-time-out-

ues, a jagged tearing metal riff pumps of-of-the-box classics. The reviewer

9

mans

don’t sound like any of their contem
poraries, so those looking for more of and slides into a shimmering, mo- taped theMiss Happiness CDoverhis 
the same from Seattle will be per- mentary wall of sound. “Won’t you copy of Nevermind, and hasn't regret- 
plexed, but not disappointed. play in my summertime.7" asks ted it.
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present Student I.D. for

Meal purchase 
(price includes Draught)
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&
Get Student I.D. # into 
box for the big draw!

Be the LUCKY 
STUDENT who won't be 
paying tuition second 
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Czeching out cool cuisine
In its second incarnation the the most reasonable for dining ad- match. In a subtle (and appreciated)

Czech-In restaurant has moved to venture in the city. In short I loved it move, the wine list features write-
Ahhh... the flair of borscht. The Blowers St., appropriated a fine café thoroughly, being an el-cheapo stu- ups and suggestions for each wine

romance of Swiss Schnitzel. The de- architectural style valuing intimacy, dent who yet wanted to impress his available. I suggest you try the
light ofhearty Hungarian table wine, kept the fabulously diverse menu, dates with his knowledge of Eastern Portugese red ($24-95).
And maybe, if you’re lucky, that se- and most of all, has refined, 
eluded nook of a table in the comer

by Bruce Gilchrist

ft
x\

European cuisine. The food is wonderful, asexpected. 
Well the Czech-In has been The schnitzels ($10.95) are a great

àf
Previously located on South St.

where the iron ring hangs from the by the train station, the Czech-In upscaled with the move as mere ta- pick, and for a fun experiment try 
wall. But wait! There’s refinement to was quaint. It had five small tables bles, more variety (German, Swiss, ordering the excellent combination

with German and Czech architec- plates (Charles IV, Marie Terezie 
$9.50 each). Hearty soups and sweet 
desserts are also not to be missed 
(Great Almond Cake!). While the 
portions have not increased in size, 

Austrian, Hungarian, Czech), and they are still fair. Remember, this is 
bigger numbers in the prices are to be now upscale dining, and Pavel, your

efficacious and ebullient host, wishes 
There has been a $2-3 increase in for both you and him to enjoy. Din-

the prices across the board, and the tier for two with house wine is about 
wine list has been diversified to $50.

be had!
ture books in nooks on the wall for 
you to read. The atmosphere was 
unbeatable, the food was extremely 
tasty and filling, and the prices were

hearty soups, 
sweet desserts

FOOD 
Czech-In 
Blowers St.

found.

zxl

♦Average readership by 2 
University Students ^ in
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cont’d from page 8 soundtrack for the rolling credits, say distorted chords, that it was a little 

things like “nice” and “cute" when bit angry, a bit disillusioned, a bit 
the lights go on, go home, close the dangerous. A happy ending just isn’t 

goes to Alaska to save the whales; door on the world, read the paper, good enough when there’s need for 
Bridget Fonda isaspunky, eclectically listen to Soundgarden, bliss out, for- real answers, a plan. I speak for 
dressed Now-Girl who works in a get everything, 
cafe and pines for Matt Dillon, the 
goon of the film, the token moronic The Somewhere Important, The rush of adrenaline, a feeling of tri- 
grunge hero. They all have love Somebodies, the Something Big? umph, of immortality, of incontest- 
problems, answering machines and Imagine this: imagine the movie able Presence. Wouldn’t it be good if 
hot CD collections. All these prob- wasn’t so slick, so nice, so tame, so we leaned forward as if to seize the 
lems are miraculously resolved in the safe and dated. Imagine it captured a moment and said “Yes. That’s it. 
end. Everyone bangs their heads to bit of the ecstasy and fury of those That’s what we meant all along."

R IS]0% myself but, wouldn’t it be good if 
But what about the Something? when the lights went on there was a

such as: ozone depletion, global warm- explores the seedy side of life. While 
ing, air and water pollution and species her best known play, “Crackwalker,” 
extinction.

cal, psychological and economic ben- Breastmilk comes in attractive con- tracks, “Lion in the Streets" explores 
efits of breastfeeding there is an envi- tainers that not only manufacture the the evil in everyone, in everyday char- 
ronmental factor that, in light of our product but deliver it fresh to the con- acters in nice neighborhoods, 
current dilemma, may be worth con- sumer. These containers are biode- I saw little indication that this was a

gradable and need no recycling. The student production. Performances were 
The cost of producing synthetic in- process emits no harmful toxins and generally excellent, a few superb. An 

fant formula may go well beyond its the cost of production and delivery is excellent season is in store, if this stand- 
monetary price. Humankind will pay a negligible. Breastmilk constitutes no ard is maintained, 
penalty in the destruction of our eco- threat to ecosystems, no depletion of If you missed “Lion in the Streets," 
systems and the pollution of our air, resources and no pollution ofair, soil or kick yourself a few times. Then keep

your eyes peeled for announcements 
Like it or not, the production of for the DTP’s next production, 

facturer to the consumer have created breastmilk has become an economic

Letters cont’d from page 6Reach the took place on the wrong side of the

STUDENT
MARKET sidering.

with your ad message. 
Inquire about our rates

494-6532 soil and water. The tin and plastic used water, 
to deliver the formula from the manu-

Connic Clarke
Advertising Manager an environmental nightmare. The pro- issue and therefore an environmental 

duction and disposal of these materials one. This kind of subsistence produc - 
not only scars the landscape, thereby tion flies in the face of modem day 
destroying its aesthetic value, but is capitalism. Breastmilk is a highly mar- 
also responsible for the destruction of ketable product that can be manufac- 
many species’ habitats.

Tin cans that transport and store environment. Without market con- 
formula can be recycled, however only trol, this product provides no corpo- 
25% of the aluminum and tin pro- rate profit and therefore will not be To the editor: 
duced is being processed for reuse. Be- promoted by the media, 
cause this resource is not renewable 
perhaps we should discover a more 
useful purpose for its production. Plas
tic that comes in the form of baby 
bottles and liners comprises over 30% 
of the total volume in our landfills.
Both the production and elimination 
of this material emits toxins into the

Tom Legrady

Make like a 
tree and* Canadian Campus Survey, Feb.’89 

by Mendon Associates tured by women without wasting the
■ ■ ■

As a consequence of having an old 
Charlotte Loppie and beautiful campus, Dalhousie’s 

grounds are covered with leaves every 
autumn. To landfill these would be an 
incredible waste of nutrients and 
landfill space. Happily, this waste will 
not occur this year. The Physical Plant 
has arranged with the Ashbum Golf 
Club to accept the leaves from our 
campus. They will be added to the 
Club’s compost heap.

The members of the Campus Envi-

Rip roaring 
reviews

atmosphere. It is not biodegradable 
and only 1% of plastics are currently To the editors: 
being recycled. To manufacture, store, Congratulations to Dalhousie Thea- 
transport and dispose of these contain- tre Productions for their superb first ronmental Action Group would like 
ers, not to mention the formula itself, play of the season, “Lion in the Streets." to commend the Physical Plant for its 
requires energy in the form of fossil 
fuels. The burning of these non-re- tradition of presenting challenging up with this environmentally friendly 
newable resources has created a stag- plays, and of doing them well. Like solution to an annual problem, 
gering list of environmental problems Judith Thompson’s other plays, “Lion"

With this show, DTP continues its dedication and enterprise in coming

CEAG

m

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY 
ROMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY Com

■vi^rnejj__
SUNDAY MASS 

12:30 P.M. 
ROOM 307 S.U.B.

DAILY MASS, TUES. & THURS. 12:30 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT UPCOMING EVENTS 

OR FOR CONFIDENTIAL ASSISTANCE,
PHONE 494-2287

CHAPLAINS: MARGARET MACDONELL 
FATHER BRIAN DUGGAN
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Freestyle, butterfly, breast and backstroking
a team of eighteen men was selected conference finalists, sprint freestyler, 
from thirty potential Tigers, the larg- John Yip, and butterflier, Dave 
est turnout in years. The team gained LeBlanc. D’Arcy Byrne, AUAA 
a plethora of talented rook ies to add record holder in the 400m and 1500m 
to the experienced athletes on the freestyler, as well as IMer Jamie

Wright are expected to contribute

Three other CI AU qualifiers head- Jessica Fraser and Cathy Bass, and 
line our returning athletes, Katy butterflier/IM swimmer, Jennifer 
Laycock in the IM events, Donna Smith.

The Dalhousie Swimming Tigers Phelan in the backstroke and Chrissy 
return this year with many new faces Gustavison. Other returning ath- impressed with this year’s team, 
as well as a committed group of letes include breaststroker, Carla “With a good combination of veter- 
veterans. Led by interim coach Dave MacDougall, butterflier, Marsha ansandrookies.thisyear’sTigersadd 
Fry and his coaching staff of Tiger Gollan, and distance freestylers, Lisa a lot of depth and talent to the team. 
Alumni, the Swimming Tigers hope Beaton and Robin MacKay. 
to capture both Men’s and Women’s 
AUAA titles.

by John Yip

Team Captain, Janet Tingley, is

squad.
Returning CIAU finalist in both greatly.

100m and 200m backstroke, Jason 
Shannon leads our contingent of athletes (some sporting new hairdos) 
returnees. Shannon broke both his is led by breaststrokers, Craig Scott 
AUAA records in both backstrokes and Ian Jackson, distance freestyler, 
as well as capturing the AUAA title Mathew Fraser. Butterfliers/IMers, 
in the 200IM. Captain Sean An- PJ. Cowan and Adam Widdis, are 
drews, enters his third season with expected to contribute to the Tiger 
the Tigers after a successful 91-92 winning tradition. Backstroker, Pat 
season where he broke the long- Zerab, and freestyle sprinters, Mike 
standing Dal record in the 100m David and Andrew Kirby, should 
butterfly and went on to compete in also perform well, 
the CIAU championships.

“Capturing this year’s ALJAA ti- ™ing Tigers travel to UNB 
tie will be no walk in the park," says Fredericton thus weekend to partici- 
Andrews. “UNB has some good pate in the AUAA Invitational. Also 
swimmers but they lack the disci- present at the meet will be McGill, 
pline and determination that the Laval, Sherbrooke, Acadia, Memo- 
Tigers have. With Dave Fry’s coach- r<al, UNB, Mount Allison, and 
ingcomplemented with intense train- Maine. This meet, the first of the 
ing, the Dal Tigers will prevail in the Year- will be an opportunity for the 
end." swimmers to see how well they per

form with four weeks of training, it
Other welcomed returning swim- will also be a rare occasion to swim 

mers include breaststroker, John against teams outside of the AUAA 
O’Brien and Wilbur MacLeod, both Conference.

Our promising crop of incoming
We plan to be competitive within 

New rookies include Katherine the AUAA as well as nationally. 
Dunn, provincial record holder in This year’s team shows a lot of drive

On the women’s side, the Tigers the backstroke, freestylers and to capture its tenth title in thirteen
will be led by 1991-92 CI AU bronze backstrokers, Kristen Matthews,
medalist in the 200 butterfly, Lynne Sarah Woodworth and Cheryl
Patterson. Lynne was also Dalhousie’s Woodman. Other newcomers com- vengeance. After jungle fever swept
Athlete-of-the-Year last season, prise of freestylers, Alicia Daley, through the initial weeks of training,

years.
The men’s team is back with a

Men’s soccer in playoff battle The Men’s and Women’s Swim-

game like there is no tomorrow. And 
as long as the guys come playing as if 
there is no tomorrow, then there will 
be a tomorrow."

As much as some might decry 
hubris, confidence such as that is, 
oddly enough, an asset of the team. 
Hand in hand with reserve and am
bition, these are qualities which will 
help prepare for the big game, and 
carry the team over as it did last year. 
Now is when the real season begins - 
and make now bones about it, this 
squad is a bunch of men infested with 
ambition.

“If we’re not hungry for it now, we 
never will be," says defender Adrian 
Ibbetson, whose asset to the team 
was unmistakably evident in every 
game this year. “[The playoffs)

1 what we have worked for all season. 
Jj Most of the lads are pretty hungry for 
y it, as most are in their last year. With 
■I only two rook ies in the start ingeleven 
| (Geoff Axell and Trevor Chisolm) 
5 there’s a lot of experience in the 
^ squad, so there’s a lot of anticipation 

going into Friday’s game, and this 
should be in our favour.”

“We are all in the high right now," 
adds veteran striker John Richmond, 
who leads in the team’s goal scoring, 
with 7. “As usual we have to think in 
terms of one game at a time. As long 
as we keep strong as a team as we 
have all season, then we shouldn’t 
have many problems. It was a bit 
unfortunate with the last game 
against SMU [which Dal lost 1-0] 
but we have our sights set on the 
playoffs now, where we will all be

cont’d on page 14
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Adrian Ibbetson will help to lead the men’s soccer team into the playoffs.
I

COLOURS: WHITE, BLACK, RED, 
NAVY, ROYAL, ASH 

SIZES: S-XL

square off like a super bout between 
two arch-rivals that will leave one aby Angel Figueroa

Concluding the regular season dispirited and the other elated, 
with its tenth victory in eleven games, 
the Dalhousie men’s soccer team has Saint Mary’s, at 7 -2-2 and second to 

ised into the final but most crucial Dal in the East Division. The Husk- 
stage of its quest to defend the Atlan- ies are largely regarded as the favour-

last ite in the other semi-final against

esAlso in the thick of the matter is A

ISLAND BEACH COMPANY
cru

5491 SPRING GARDEN RD. 
MIC MAC MALL

^ HALIFAX SHOPPING CENTER 
g 9145 COMMERCIAL ST,

NEW MINAS
K GREENWOOD MALL

\;
tic league championship, won

for the first time in 14 years, l’université de Moncton, to be played o oyear
Defeating Saint Francis Xavier 1-0 at 2 pm. Moncton finished its season 

Sunday at 5-4-3 to win the West Divison by
07

in a meaningless game 
November 1st, Dal now advances to a slim margin, bumping Mount 
the Final Four with stellar aspira- Allison out of the playoffs for the first 
tions, intent on repeating last year’s time in three years, 
glorious drive tohoist the Holy Grail. The winners will go head-to-head

But likewise ambitious are three at 2 pm Saturday for the AUAA 
other teams in contention for the championship title. Competition will 
cup that defines collegiate supremacy take place at Beazley Field in 
in maritime soccer. Enter the Uni- Dartmouth due to the atrocious con-
versityofNew Brunswick, a team of dition of Studley Field, 
considerable talent that hasn’t been Head Coach Ian Kent was straight
absent from post-season play in the to the point when reflect iiy on Dai s 
last five years. It plays Dal in the first playoff situation: “I have full conf.- 
AUAA semi-final at noon on Fri- dence in the team, he said We 
day, November 6. Finishing second worked really hard all year.The guys 
in the West Division with a record of should feel confident that if the team 
5-5-2 the Red Shirts have revenge all shows up in their work clothes, 
on their agenda, as they seek to re- they’ll be filing at the end of the 
deem the 2-1 loss to Dal in last year’s weekend. Our whole focus is on UN B 
championship final. The two will on Friday. We want to play that

on
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* Rayleen Hill * * Chris Halfyard *
Oct.26 - Oct.31

DIET
PEPSI i I

7th at Cross Country AUAA's'92 AUAA Cross Country Champ
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Dal Tigers face Acadia Axettes in semis
the post season. It will provide them 
with the opportunity to redeem them - 

It’s the first week of November selves one year after teetering on the 
and the temperature hovers near the brink of an AUAA soccer champi- 
freezing point - a sure sign that uni- onship. Last year the Acadia Axettes 
versity soccer playoffs have rolled outlasted the Tigers 1 -0 in the At

lantic finals. This year the Dal squad 
Despite the cold, the Dalhousie will meet the defending champion 

Tigersofthe Women’s Soccer League Axettes in the semi-finals, 
have eagerly awaited the arrival of , The Tigers faced Acadia twice in

the regular season 
times. The second victory came by 
way of a 2-0 shutout on Saturday 
October 31st. In that match, Dal 
recorded the game-winning goal at 
the 37 minute mark when second 
year striker Kate Gillespie pounced 
on a Lynne Robertson pass, turned, 
and sent a high shot whistling over 
the opposing keeper’s head.

“I trapped it and was lucky enough 
to get on the end of it,” Gillespie said.
“Fortunately, these days it’s going 
the right way and it went into the 
back of the net.”

Dal keeper Angie McLeod made a 
few key saves but she was not tested 
often, due to the steady play of defen
sive stalwarts Allison Sears, Suzanne 
Jones, Stephanie Johnson, and Kim 
Mills.

Gillespie put the finishing touches 
on the game, the scoring race, and 
the regular season when she notched 
an insurance marker in the 82nd 
minute.

Dalhousie amassed a 7 -1 -3 record 
over the course of the season, good 
for second place and a playoff spot.

“I’m certainly happy," said coach cannot afford to look past their sem i-
Darrell Cormier. “We made the final opponents who will be focused Huskies stadium on Saturday No
playoffs and that was the first goal we on pulling off an upset. Coach vember 7th at 6 pm. The other semi-

Cormier believes that a strong chal- final will see the first place Saint
As Cormier points out the Tigers lenge in the first round will benefit Mary’s team take on the the UPEI

have only taken the first step. The his team, “I think it is good for us to Panthers at 10:30 am. The two
__ __ __ play them (Acadia) right off the bat. winners will meet on Sunday No-

We’ll have a tough game from the vember 8th at 3pm for the rights to
beginning. This way we’re going to the AUAA Women’s Soccer title.

and won bothby Derek Neary

around.

First Baptist Church Halifax
1300 Oxford Street 422-5203 

(across from Shirreff Hall)
November 8; 10:30 a.m. 
Remembrance Service

Sermon: What Do We Do Now? - Rev. John E. Boyd 
Music: Farrant, Elgar, Bach

November 15; 10:30 a. m. W>rship
Sermon: Alan Carmichael, Student Minister 

Music: Mendellson, Stanford, Bach Kate Qillespie was too much to handle for Acadia.

next test comes this weekend. Al- go into it with our heads up and ready 
though Dal has had their way against to do battle." 
the Axettes this season, the Tigers

November 22; 10:30 a. m. Worship
Sermon: Voices From The Edge- Rev. John E. Boyd 

Music: Viadana, Stanford, Widor 
STUDENT LUNCHEON SUNDAYS AT NOON That battle will take place at

Ministers: Rev. John E. Boyd, Rev. Adele Crowell 
Director of Music: David MacDonald

had to obtain."

How Does Your 
University Rate?

Trevor is very good at doing that.” 
Consistently alert, Chisolm’s per- 

geared up like never before this sea- formances have given him the best
goals-against average in the league, 

Despite a conservative, 1 -0 score, but is quick to credit other team 
Dal’s win over St. FX on Sunday members for part of his success: “The 
November 1, was a match that ex- guys really help me out a lot. There’s 
hibited me of the more quiet, but no real gap between the rookies and 
essential assets of the men’s soccer the veterans, and they’re a good 
program - keeper Trevor Chisolm, bunch of guys."
Marking the last regular season game Dal dominated the first half but 
of his rookie year with his sixth shut- lacked that killer punch, which may 
out, Chisolm was awarded player-of- have been due to the unimportance 
the-game honours after a superb of the game. When St. FX surged 
showing in his home town of with a flurry of attacks, Dal was 
Antigonish-Hepushedoneshotover spurred intoaction. After Chisolm’s 
the cross bar and took care of a cou- keeping kept the team in the game 
pie of scrambles in front of the net with some fabulous saves, Neil 
that where very dangerous chances Sedgwick’s goal in the 68th minute

secured the victory.
“He came up big as he always Having set an impressive standard 

does,” said coach Kent. “We have so throughout the regular season, Dal 
few shots on goal during a game that now remains to fulfil it’s ultimate 
we need someone who can always goal - to defend the championship, 
stay sharp, and very alert all die time. Well boys, let’s do it.

cont’d from page 13

son.

for St. FX.

Find out in Maclean’s a 
November 9 issue. JÊV Dalhousie
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St.Mary's 
Acadia
St. Francis Xavier 
Université de Moncton 
University of PEI 
Acadia 
Memorial 
St. Mary's 
University of New Brunswick 1 
Mount Allison 
St. Francis Xavier

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2

0
0

Men’s Soccer Season Results
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AnnouncementsThe International Students Advisor, St. Mary’s English Society presents Dal Men For Change meets every
Lynn Atwell, invites you to the Inter- open mike night at Cafe Mokka, 1532 Tuesday from 8-10un the SUB_ Room
national Students Reception to meet Brunswick St. at 8 p.m. Any poets or * Wl" be ,lsted at the !nquiry Desk,
fellow school mates from different musicians looking foran audience are
countries around the world. Cpme invited to attend, 
and enjoy ethnic music and dances, 
and taste various ethnic foods-Free!
7p.m. tollp.m. in the Green Room.

Anyone interested in contributing to 
the Week of Reflection Supplement, 
please submit stories, pictures, po
ems, drawings, articles or opinions to 

SWEAT(Students Working on Exter- the Dalhousie Gazette by noon Friday, 
Society Presidents’ Roundtable. 7 nal Affairs Things) meeting at 6 p.m. November 6. The Week of Reflection 
p.m. in the Council Chambers. Come in room 218 of the SUB. Call Candida is in memory of the 14 women mur *

dered in Montreal on December 6, 
1989.

Y.W.C.A , 1239 Barrington St. is of- eat and let’s talk about your society, at 494-1281 
fering advanced WP 5.1 course start- Call Mansumi at 494-1275. 
ing today from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. The 
course runs to Nov. 28 and costs 
$165. Call 423-6162. Community Affairs Committee meet- An art exhibit is being held one day 

ing at 5 p.m. in room 307.Interested during the Week of Reflection (No
in community issues, volunteering and vember 23-28). If you have any works 
lots of fun? Call Lilli at 494-3527.

Tuesday, Nov 10
that you would like to submit, please 
leave your name and number in the 

Find out what your newspaper is all Dalhousie Women’s Collective
about. Come to the Gazette general- mailbox (Enquiry desk, SUB). Some-
interest meeting. 12:30 in the Green SODALES (Dalhousie Debating So- one wj|| ca|| y0u with more details. 
Room. We look forward to seeing ciety) membership drive is on! Meet

ings are every Tuesday at 6:30 in the 
Council Chambers of the SUB.

Sunday, Nov 8

DSU council meeting at 1 p.m. in 
Council chambers, SUB.

you.

Monday Nov 9 November is National CPR Aware
ness Month. Registerforan inexpen
sive and satisfying CPR course by 
contacting the Heart and Stroke Foun-

The Tuesday Brown Bag Lunch Se- dation at 423-7530 
ries presents Ms. Dawn Smith speak
ing on "My experiences cause me to

Come join us in influencing our cam- wonder: Is Burma the next Cambo- The exam registry is a collection o'
pus environment: CEAG meets at 6 dia?" from 12 noon to 1 pm in the examsfrompastyearsavailableatthe
pm in room 307 of the SUB. All are Seminar Room of the Lester Pearson Inquiry desk of the SUB. They may be
welcome. Institute, 1321 Edward Street. Bring borrowed on a 3-hour loan with valid

your lunch and help yourself to cof- Dalhousie I.D. This is a great chance
to learn from the mistakes of the past. 
Also, drop off your old exams at the 
Student Council office, room 222.

Come to our weekly Gazette staff 
meeting and give us your input. 4 
p.m. in room 312 of the SUB.

Wednesday, Nov 4

Win, Lose or Draw tournament 8
p.m. at the Grawood. Come for a 
wacky, zany time. There will be prizes. 
$5 entry fee, proceeds to the United 
Way. fee.

7/

/V
h

&: ,(*** Missing: 3 frogs.When: Oct. 24th. 
Where: 6366 South St. Across from 
Shirref Hall. Please return my frogs 
and the umbrellato my fountain. They 
are difficulty replaceand costapprox. 
$150.
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$ niv.< : CROSS-BORDER SHOPPING MADE 
EASY just in time for Christmas. Save 
money using this method. Send $5/ , 
S.A.S.E. to: PO Box 22077, 7071 
Bayers Road, Hfx., N.S. B3L4T7
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1.7a Amall furnished bachelor apt. Henry 
St. near Law building. $425/mo. utili
ties included. 422-5464 after 5.

7 ir i
li^M

•VQli ill l tl F't 1l For Sale: Alesis HR-16 drum machine. 
Like new. $300. Also Furman pre-' 
amp used in bass set-up. $250. Call 
Steve 425-3103.
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Thursday Nov 5

Women’s centre committee meeting 
at 6 p.m. in room 218 of the SUB. Call 
Candida at 494-1106 for more info.

Confederation of Students has a ta
ble in the SUB today. Come find out 
about your national student voice.

I.D.S. presents a panelpresentation/ 
discussion on “Options and opportu
nities after completing an I.D.S. de
gree." 4:30 p.m. at the 
Multidisciplinary Centre, 1444 
Seymour St.

A public reading of Don McKay’s 
“Night Field" will take place at 
St.Mary’s art gallery tonight at 8 p.m.

FRENCH MOVIES! Join the video 
club at the Department of French, 
1315 Le Marchant Street, every Thurs
day night at 7:30. Free admission.

Friday, Nov 6

Dal Christian Fellowship meets to
night at 7:30. This week’s meeting 
will be in the Tupper Building, lecture 
theatre B. Everyone is welcome.

The Department of Chemistry
presents Dr. I.D. Spenser of McMaster 
University, “Biosynthesis of vitamins 
B1 and B6". 1:30 p.m. in chem. 226. 
Coffee and doughnuts before the lec
ture.

Saturday Nov 7

Public meetings of the Dal Interna
tional Socialists Club: 3 p.m. “Rac
ism, nationalism and the crisis in 
Canada". 7 p.m. “75 years after the 
Russian revolution-ls there a future 
for Marxism?" Room 306 in the SUB. 
All welcome.

Dal Women’s Centre presents “Femi- 
nist Terrorist Comedy" in the 
Grawood. Doors open at 7 p.m. Tick
ets are $7. All proceeds got to the Dal 
Women's Centre.

Harbour Folk Society presents Jamie 
Moreira, contemporary and traditional 
folk. 8 p.m. at theGrad House. Admis
sion $6 or $4 for HFS members.
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EXCELLENT 
EXTRA INCOME NOW! X
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every week - 
Free Details: SASE to

International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave. 

Brooklyn, New York 11230
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The 3 Stages Theatre 
Festival

needs
Playwrights

for its
upcoming festival!
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We also require people with a knack 

in Advertising, Marketing, and 
Promotions!
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the Theatre Festival box at the SUB 
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- The Guardian, London
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Salty Dog s 
Outward Bound

Gant’s Salty Dog collection salutes the 
adventurous heart- that curious soul 

always reaching for a magical moment, 
full of determination and open to 

experience. The pioneer.
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Caps Sportswear 
Third Level • Park Lane • Halifax 

422-3639
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